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The biotech sector is going nuclear.

Industry doyen Paul Hopper is back with his next venture, this time a

radiopharmaceutical play that is kicking off a pre-IPO raise ahead of a listing in

November.
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Biotech entrepreneur Paul Hopper is back with a new venture, this time in the radiopharmaceutical
space. Louie Douvis

Much like he did with Chimeric, Viralytics and a range of other biotechs, Hopper

has acquired the rights to what he believes are some of the most promising

radiopharmaceutical diagnostic and therapy candidates from Imperial College

London, Memorial Sloan Kettering and the Technical University of Munich, with a

team of industry experts to lead their development under the newly formed

company Radiopharm Theranostics.

The company is kicking off a $15 million pre-IPO raise and Bell Potter pre-IPO raise and Bell Potter pre-IPO raise and Bell Potter pre-IPO raise and Bell Potter pre-IPO raise and Bell Potter and Baker

Young have been appointed as joint lead managers for the IPO.

Radiopharmaceuticals are radioactive drugs. In a diagnostic setting, they use low

energy radioisotopes to allow physicians to see and measure a disease within the

body, whereas when used as a therapy they utilise high energy particle emitters to

treat malignant tumours, cancer and other diseases.

The process involves attaching a radioisotope to a targeting agent such as a small

molecule or antibody, which can then bind to and deliver a radioactive “payload” to

tumour cells.

Radiopharm Theranostics already has five phase one clinical trials and three phase
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two trials underway, targeting a variety of cancers including breast, lung, head and

neck, pancreatic and brain.

Hopper, who will serve as executive chairman, has recruited Cornell University’s

Professor David Mozeley as chief medical officer, radiopharmaceuticals expert Dr

Thom Tulip as chief technical officer and a CEO from a leading

radiopharmaceutical company who is yet to be announced.

When it comes to market, Radiopharm Theranostics will be the third

radiopharmaceutical play on the ASX, joining Telix and Clarity Pharmaceuticals,Clarity Pharmaceuticals,Clarity Pharmaceuticals,Clarity Pharmaceuticals,Clarity Pharmaceuticals,

which is currently raising $92 million at a $358 million market capitalisation for itswhich is currently raising $92 million at a $358 million market capitalisation for itswhich is currently raising $92 million at a $358 million market capitalisation for itswhich is currently raising $92 million at a $358 million market capitalisation for itswhich is currently raising $92 million at a $358 million market capitalisation for its

float.float.float.float.float.

The radiopharmaceutical sector has recently scored the attention of big pharma

giants globally.

Novartis, AstraZeneca, Bristol Myers Squibb, and Bayer have all made forays into

the space and Hopper tips those waiting on the sidelines will make their entrance

soon.

“Radiopharmaceuticals were well established as a tool for imaging, but previously

as a therapeutic it hadn’t quite got there. When Telix announced its IPO... I was

intrigued by its strategy and I took a closer look at the sector,” Hopper said.

“I did a slow due diligence on the sector over a period of time.. and by last year

came to the conclusion there was room for another company and I set about

finding assets.

“If we can get the isotopes right, it will be a break through [in therapeutics].“

Hopper’s biggest success to date has been Viralytics, which was acquired by Merck

in 2018 for $US394 million.

He is also behind immuno-oncology company Imugene, which last weekimmuno-oncology company Imugene, which last weekimmuno-oncology company Imugene, which last weekimmuno-oncology company Imugene, which last weekimmuno-oncology company Imugene, which last week

completed an upsized capital raise of $95 million. While CAR-T player Chimericcompleted an upsized capital raise of $95 million. While CAR-T player Chimericcompleted an upsized capital raise of $95 million. While CAR-T player Chimericcompleted an upsized capital raise of $95 million. While CAR-T player Chimericcompleted an upsized capital raise of $95 million. While CAR-T player Chimeric

went public in January and has been a relatively consistent performer since then,went public in January and has been a relatively consistent performer since then,went public in January and has been a relatively consistent performer since then,went public in January and has been a relatively consistent performer since then,went public in January and has been a relatively consistent performer since then,
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Songtradr hires Goldman Sachs, Jarden for $750m floatSongtradr hires Goldman Sachs, Jarden for $750m floatSongtradr hires Goldman Sachs, Jarden for $750m floatSongtradr hires Goldman Sachs, Jarden for $750m floatSongtradr hires Goldman Sachs, Jarden for $750m float

Songtradr is understood to be targeting a $600 million to $750 million IPO in the first half of
2022 and has tapped Goldman Sachs and Jarden as JLMs.
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Get the marshmallows ready, the bonfire’s set to hit $1 billion at Mesoblast. 
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Founders roll, staff roll too. 
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Viralytics’ Paul Hopper is back with another biotech company, this time turning his attention
to nuclear medicine with Radiopharma Theranostics.
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Credit Suisse has hired Bank of Queensland head of corporate development Brett Ryman as a
director in its Australian investment banking and capital markets team. 
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